Corner elements - Space-optimised bathroom design
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especially suitable for difficult installation situations

•
•

Saves space thanks to low side dimension
Infinite height adjustment, standard 150 mm

All toilets
compatible with Duravit Sensowash® C

CORNER ELEMENTS
Space-optimised bathroom design

WC corner element

Application area

Advantages

The burda WC corner element
with its ideal dimensions
465 x 350 x 265 mm is pre-fitted at
the factory for an activation from
the front or the top. It therefore
leaves nothing to be desired in
terms of design and individual
qualities of use. Combined with
bathroom furniture and optical enlargers like mirrors, burda
corner elements can be used to
create smart solutions even with
difficult floor plans.

Anywhere where the priority is
on achieving a convenient and
space-enhancing bathroom design, there is a demand for solutions that can be implemented
quickly and cost-effectively.
As 50 % of all bathrooms in need ofrenovation are smaller than 4,5 sqm
there is a particular demand for a
solution that creates space, where
arranging sanitary units in the
corners has already proved successful. The range of burda corner
elements allows convenient solutions to be realised according to
the user's individual requirements
- even in small, tight and awkwardly shaped bathrooms and guest
toilets.

The WC corner elements ideally
lend themselves as problemsolvers and design features, particularly in small bathrooms and
guest toilets. The cost-effectiveness of the corner elements is
distinguished by their excellent
use of space and quick, simple assembly. The range of toilets and
wash-stand elements are virtually
indispensable for modern bathroom design.
Dual flush activation offers a special feature, which can beoptionally mounted from the front and
the top.

- Only 465 mm diagonal fitting space
- Virtually maintenance free pneumatic flushing system
- Dual flush technology
- Actuation either on the front or top
- Footrests 150 mm height adjustable
- Sound and condensation-insulated
- Sturdy, self-supporting construction, quick and easy installation
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WC corner element
(850 mm)

A minimum space requirement:
Installation dimensions in mm
265

0

465 x 350 x 265

465
A dual flush system with
pneumatic activation. Either
from the front or from the top.

Factory-made condensation
insulation.

A stable self-supporting
frame structure.

Element base extendable by
150 mm as standard.
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Corner elements

WC corner element
(1050 mm)
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WT corner element
(1050 mm)
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